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INTRODUCTION 
It has been claimed that there are two groups of affixes called class 1 (-al, -ate, -ic, -ity, -ous, in-, etc.) 
and class 2 affixes (-able, -er, -ful, -ist, -ness, un-, etc.) in English (Siegel 1974). Words with class 1 
affixes are different from words with class 2 affixes in stress placement: class 1 affixation is stress 
affecting, and class 2 affixation is stress-neutral. Within the framework of Optimality Theory (Prince & 
Smolensky 1993), Benua (1997) proposes Output-Output.correspondence relations and concludes that 
the difference of stress patterns between class 1 and class 2 affixed words is in the rank of the relevant 
faithfulness constraints. 
In addition to derived words with class 1 and class 2 affixes, there are a number of words derived by 
adding stressed-affixes in English. These affixes have primary stress on their first syllables. Fukushi 
(2002) discusses the stress patterns of the derived words with the stressed-suffixes. In addition to the 
stress-suffixed words, there are some derived words with stressed-prefixes. There are three different 
stress patterns of English stressed-prefixed words. First, primary stress is falls on the prefix, and 
secondary stress is on the stem. Second, primary stress is preserved on the stem, and the prefixal stress is 
changed into secondary. Third, the derived words with no secondary stress. Stress variation is also 
observed in English prefixed words: d6wnbear/downbear, outbalance/outbalance, 6verpower/overp6wer, 
undersign/undersign, upsweep/upsweep, etc. Secondary stress in English is one of the challenging 
prosodic phenomena in Optimality Theory. 
In this paper, I will discuss the stress patterns of the derived words with a stressed-prefix. I claim that 
prefixes may serve as a stressed-prefix, a prosodic clitic and as an independent. word. I propose three 
distinct prosodic word structures for each prefixed word construction and introduce the re-ranking of tied 
constraints (Crosswhite 1998, Schiitze 1997) and the prosodic identity constraint to account for stress 
variation. Then, I argue that the stress assignment of derived words with stressed-prefix can be correctly 
accounted for by the interaction of the proposed constraints concerning their distinct prosodic word 
structures. 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 presents the data concerning the stress patterns of the 
words with a stressed-prefix. Section 2 discusses the prosodic status of the stressed-prefix and proposes 
the relevant prosodic word structures. The analysis of the stress pattern of the stressed-prefixed words is 
provided in section 3. Conclusion is presented in section 4. 
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1. STRESS PATTERNS OF PREFIXED WORDS 
In this section, I will present the data concerning the stress patterns of the derived words with stressed-
prefixes. In section 1.1, I will discuss the prosodic status of the stressed-prefix. In section 1.2, three 
distinct stress patterns of the stressed-prefixed words are exemplified by the data. 
1.1 Stressed-Prefix 
Though the stressed-prefixes in (1) serve as content words that are able to stand alone, they are also 
able to form derived words by attaching to the base form. From prosodic point of view, these forms can 
be analyzed as a prosodic word dominated by outer prosodic word, syllables directly dominated by a 
single prosodic word, or a prosodic word that dominates an inner prosodic word. 
(1) after-, back-, down-, off-, on-, out-, over-, under-, up-, etc. 
When the derived word is formed by attaching the stressed-prefix to the base, three distinct stress 
patterns are observed: (i) Primary stress falls on the stressed-prefix, and secondary stress is on the stem; 
(ii) Primary stress falls on the stem, and no secondary stress is on the stressed-prefix; (iii) Primary stress 
is on the stem, and secondary stress is on the stressed-prefix. 
1.2 Stress in Prefixed Words 
In most cases, the stress pattern of the derived words is as follows: primary stress is falls on the 
stressed-prefix, and primary stress on the base form changes into secondary stress in the stem of the 
derived word. 1 In (2), each base form is marked with parentheses. 
(2) a. /after-/ 
afterbirth (birth), aftereffect (effect), afterlife (life), afterpeak (peak), aftertouch (touch) 
b. /back-/ 
backchat (chat), backlash (lash), backpack (pack), backstaff (staff), backspring (spring) 
c. /down-/ 
downgrade (grade), downhill (hill), downstart (start), downtime (time), downwind (wind) 
d. /off-/ 
offbeat (beat), offca.st (cast), offlap (lap), offspin (spin), offtake (take) 
e. /on-/ 
onding (ding), onfall (fall), onlap (lap), onrush (rush), onset (set) 
f. /out-/ 
outbreak (break), outcamp (camp), outfield (field), outhouse (house), outpatient (patient) 
g. /over-/ 
overarm (arm), overgarment (garment), overlord (lord), oversize (size), overtime (time) 
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h. /under-/ 
underbrush (brush), undercurrent (current), underlife (life), underpim (pan) 
i./up-/ 
upbhlst (blast), upcheck (check), updraft (draft), upgrade (grade), upstroke (stroke) 
In addition to the stress pattern shown in (2), there are variations in stress pattern as shown in (3 ).2 
(3) /down-/ 
a. downbear (bear), downcut (cut), downface (face), downgrade (grade) 
b. downbear (bear), downcut (cut), downface (face), downgrade (grade) 
lout-/ 
c. outbalance (balance), outclass (class), outgame (game), outmatch (match) 
d. outbalance (balance), outclass (class), outgame (game), outmatch (match) 
In some cases, such as the examples in (3a,c ), primary stress is preserved on the stressed-prefix, and 
primary stress of the base form changes into secondary stress due to the attachment of the stressed-
prefix. However, in some cases, such as the examples in (3b,d), the stressed-prefix loses its stress, and 
the base stress is preserved as primary stress on the stem. 
The different stress variations from those in (3) are also observed in the following examples.3 
(4) /over-/ 
a. overbalance (balance), overcloud (cloud), overleap (leap), overpower (power) 
b. overbalance (balance), overcloud (cloud), overleap (leap), overpower (power) 
/under-/ 
c. undercharge (charge), undergo (go), underpin (pin), undersign (sign) 
d. undercharge (charge), undergo (go), underpin (pin), undersign (sign) 
/up-/ 
e. up build (build), upgather (gather), uproot (root), upsweep (sweep) 
f. upbuild (build), upgather (gather), uproot (root), upsweep (sweep) 
In the derived words ( 4a,c,e ), stressed-prefix has primary stress, and primary stress of the base form is 
preserved as secondary stress in the output. However, in ( 4b,d,f), primary stress falls on the stem, and 
secondary stress is on the stressed-prefix. 
In the following seCtion, I will propose that these different stress patterns are attributed to the distinct 
prosodic structures of the stressed-prefixed words. 
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2. PROSODIC STRUCTURE OF PREFIXED WORDS 
In this section, I will discuss the prosodic structures of the words which are derived by attaching the 
stressed-prefix to the base. In section 2.1, I will discuss that the stressed-prefix is a prosodic word. In 
section 2.2, I propose distinct prosodic structures of the derived words, and that the stress patterns of the 
derived forms are dependent on proposed prosodic structures. Stress preservation of the derived fonn is 
discussed in section 2.3. In section 2.4, I will discuss the secondary stress on the stem and the prefix. 
2.1 Stressed-Prefix as a Prosodic Word 
Generally speaking, it is assumed that units of prosody serve as hierarchical construction. McCarthy & 
Prince (1993) propose the prosodic hierarchy as in (5). 






Prosodic hierarchy in ( 5) shows that hierarchical construction consists of the units of prosody: the mora, 
f.l , the syllable, a , the metrical foot, F, and the prosodic word, PW d. 
According to moraic theory (Hayes 1989), weight distinctions can be made on the basis of the mora 
count of a syllable: a monomoraic syllable is light, a bimoraic syllable is heavy and a trimoraic syllable 
is superheavy. It is important to note that eve syllable in English is regarded as heavy due to WEIGHT BY 
PosiTION (Hayes 1989, 1995, Moren 1998), which requires underlyingly non-moraic codas to surface as 
moraic. Each of the stressed-prefixes consists of at least two mora and has a head. The data in (6) 
represents the moraic structure of each stressed-prefix. 
( 6) The moraic structures of the stressed-prefixes 
a. (after)p-: Vl'C1".CV~" 
d. (f6rth)F-: cvllcllcl' 
g. (6ut)p-: v Jj v llcll 
j. (up)p-: vI' ell 





h. (6ver)p-: V 11 .CV 11 
c.(d6wn)p-: cvllvllcll 
f. (6n)p-: v llcl' 
i. (under)F-: V Jj C 11 .CV Jj 
From the moraic count of the stressed-prefixes, it is claimed that the examples in ( 6a,b,e,f,ij) are 
bimoraic, and that the examples in (6c,d,g) are trimoraic. The stressed-prefix in (6h) consists of two 
monomoraic syllables and is dominated by a single foot. 
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According to Peperkamp (1995) and Raffelsiefen (1998), prosodic word is the domain of stress 
assignment. The data in (6) indicate that every stressed-prefix has its own stress, and that it has a proper 
construction as a prosodic word. Therefore, it can be claimed that stressed-prefix is a prosodic word. 
2.2 Prosodic Structure 
In this section, I will provide the prosodic structures of the words derived by attaching the 
stressed-prefix to the base, and show that the stress patterns of the derived words can be accounted for by 
the constraints concerning their distinct prosodic structures. Under the premise that stress variation 
results from the different prosodizations, I propose three different prosodic structures for each stress 
patterns of stressed-prefixed words as in (7). 
(7) Prosodic structures of the stressed-prefixed words 














In the prosodic structure (7a), a prefixal form serves as an independent word. In (7a), each 
independent word forms an independent prosodic word and is dominated by the outer prosodic word. In 
this structure, primary stress falls on the stressed-prefix, while secondary stress is on the stem. 
In addition to the prosodic structure in (7a), let us discuss this prosodic structure in terms of 
morphological headedness. Williams (1981a) advances the simplest account of head of compounds and 
of the words derived by affixes. He defines the head of a morphologically complex word as the rightmost 
member of that word and attributes this definition to the Right Head Rule (RHR). He also argues that the 
head determines the properties of the whole word. Thus, in the compound noun overlord, the rightmost 
noun lord is the head of that word and determines the category of the whole, while the leftmost member 
over cannot be the head. 
In terms of prosody, however, it has been claimed that the head of whole prosodic word is not the 
rightmost element lord but the leftmost element over. Kubozono & Mizokoshi ( 1991) argue that in 
English compound word, primary stress is assigned to the leftmost element, while primary stress on the 
rightmost element changes into secondary, since in general compound words take trochaic rhythm. I 
assume that the difference between morphological and prosodical structure is attributed to the constraint 
interaction concerning proposed prosodic structure. , 
The prosodic structure in (7b ), a prefixal form serves as prosodic clitic and is integrated into a single 
prosodic word.4 Here, I assume that this form is a prosodically unfooted syllables, since no stress is 
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assigned to it. A stem forms a foot and primary stress is assigned to this form. 
In the recursive prosodic structure (7c), a prefixal form serves as a stressed-prefix. The stressed-prefix 
which is dominated by outer prosodic word receives secondary stress, and primary stress falls on the 
stem which is dominated by inner prosodic word. 
The prosodizations in (7b) and (7c) are supported by Williams' (1981a) proposal of morphological 
headedness. According to him, a suffix determines the category of a word of which it is a part, whereas 
prefixes do not in general determine the category of the words they attach to. Thus, under the premise 
that affixes are lexical items, he argues that suffixes are the head of the derived word, since they can 
occupy head position, in other words, they are the rightmost members of a morphologically complex 
word, while prefixes are not the head of derived words and do not determine lexical categories, since 
they never occupy head position. In accordance with Williams' (1981a) account, from prosodic point of 
view, in the derived verbs outgame and undersign, the verbs game and sign are prosodic head of those 
derived words, while stressed-prefixes out and under are no~. 
2.3 Stress Preservation between Two Output Forms 
As discussed in the previous section, stress patems of the derived words is generated by their distinct 
prosodic structures. We see that in (7a) primary stress falls on the stressed-prefix and secondary stress is 
on the stem. In (7b), primary stress is on the stem, and no secondary stress is on the derived form. In (7c), 
primary stress falls on the stem and secondary stress is on the stressed-prefix. I assume that these stress 
realizations in the output forms are attributed to GO-correspondence relation (Benua 1997). 
Benua (1997) extends Correspondence Theory (McCarthy & Prince 1995) to paradigmatic relations 
between words and proposes that two output words that are related by morphological derivation enter 
into a transderivational faithfulness relation. GO-correspondence relation is regulated by a set of 
00-Identity constraints, which demand phonological identity of related elements in the two words. 
The transderivational GO-correspondence relation of the stressed-prefixed form is illustrated as in (8). 









In (8), each word is related to a unique input string by an IO-correspondence relation, and the two output 
words are related to each other by GO-correspondence. In this case, two output words, the base of a 
single word lord and the stem of the derived word overlord, are in a correspondence relation and stress 
preservation in derived forms is forced by 00-Identity constraint. 
In addition to the discussion above, in the prosodic structure (7b ), I assume that stress preservation 
only holds between the base of the single word game and the stem of derived word outgame, while 
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DO-correspondence relation does not relate a single word 6ut to prosodic clitic out. 
In the prosodic structure (7c), where the prefixal form serves as a stressed-prefix dominated by outer 
prosodic word, DO-correspondence relation only holds between the base of the single word sign and the 
stem of the derived word undersign. 
2.4 Realization of Secondary Stress 
Prosodic structure in (7a) shows that secondary stress is on the stem, while secondary stress is on the 
stressed-prefix in (7c). In (7a), primary stress on the base changes into secondary stress in the derived 
word when the stressed prefixal form dominated by a foot node serves as leftmost prosodic word. In (7c), 
primary stress is preserved on the stem of the derived word, and secondary stress is on the stressed-prefix. 
This stress pattern shows that when the stressed prefixal form serves as outer prosodic word, secondary 
stress is realized on the stressed-prefix. 
3. AN OPTIMALITY-THEORETIC ANALYSIS OF THE STRESSED-PREFIX 
In this section, I will propose Optimality-theoretic account of the stress pattern of English prefixed 
words. In section 3 .1, I will analyze the prosodic compound. In section 3 .2, I will provide an analysis of 
the stress variation shown in (3) above, and an analysis ofthe stress variation shown in (4) in section 3.3. 
3.1 Primary Stress on the Stressed Prefixal Form 
In this section, I will discuss the stress pattern of prosodic compound shown in (2). As I claimed in 
Section 2.2, stress patterns of the derived form where the primary stress falls on the stressed-prefix can 
be accounted for by the prosodic word structure where both the stressed-prefix and the stem form a 
prosodic word. I assume that strong foot receives primary stress and secondary stress is on weak foot. 
To account for stress preservation, it is necessary to introduce the constraint, ANCHOR (B/O)N, which 
requires stress preservation between two base forms and output form. I assume that the constraint, 
ANCHOR (B/O)N, is a domain-specific correspondence constraint for which the relevant domain is the 
category noun, since prosodic compound is only observed in the derived noun. 
(9) ANCHOR (B/O)N: Stress of two base forms must be preserved in the output form. 
Primary stress falls on the stressed prefixal form when it serves as an independent word, in other 
words, the leftmost prosodic word which coincides with the left edge of outer prosodic word. The 
location of primary stress is accounted for by the following constraint. 
(10) INDWD-TO-PK: Align (strong foot, L; outer PWd, L) 
The constraint in (1 0) requires an independent word parsed by strong foot to coincide with the left edge 
of outer prosodic word. 
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Also, I introduce the alignment constraint (McCarthy & Prince 1993b). This alignment constraint 
requires the left edge of the stem to coincide with the left edge of inner prosodic word. 
(11) ALIGN-STEM: Align (Stem, L; inner PWd, L) 
Following Kager (2000), I introduce the limitation of one primary stress per word. I assume that the 
constraint, UNI-PK is undominated constraint. 
(12) UNI-PK: Words must have a unique stress peak. 
The constraint in (12) bans two primary stresses in a word. The constraint ranking in (1J) accounts for 
the stress pattern of prosodic compound. In the derived form overlord, I assume both over and lord are 
the stem of the output. 
(13) base: over/lord, output: overlord 
UNI-PK INDWD-TO-PK ALIGN-STEM ANCHOR (B/O)N 
Gra. [( (OVer )F ]PWd[ (lord)F ]rwd]PWd 
b. [[ (OVer )F ]Pwd[ (lord)F ]Pwd]PWd *! ' . ·: ··.····· •.·. ············· ;::·········· . J ;· ' > ~..... . .: ... :.  ....... .................... ·····:···· ······· 
c. [[(over)F]Pwd[(lord)FJrwd]Pwd *! < T> • ) * ;. .... ·.···•· ................ iT•.:•. c :' : / ........ . .. :••· .. : .. : .. ·] 
d. [(over)F [(lord)F]Pwd]Pwd *! ........ ....... ::, ······· 
.................... 
e. [[(over)F]Pwd (lord)F]rwd *! 
' >>·········:··············· 
:·::• 
;.· .....•. ····· · .. 
f. [over [ (lord)F ]rwd]rwd *! 
· .. * ..... · .• 
g. [[( over)F ]rwd lord]rwd *! .. ..... 
h. [over (lord)F ]rwd *! 
i. [ (OVer )F lord]PWd *! 
In tableau (13), the undominated constraint, UNI-PK excludes the candidate where two primary stresses 
are in a single word like (13c). Candidates (13d) and (13e) have the foot forms dominated by outer 
prosodic word. They fatally violate ALIGN-STEM, since one of the left edges of the stems does not 
coincide with the left edge of inner prosodic word. Candidates (13f) and (13g) also violate ALIGN-STEM, 
however, they simultaneously violate ANCHOR (B/O)N, since stress of the base form is not preserved in 
the output form. Thus, they are not selected as the optimal candidate. Candidates (13h) and (13i) which 
do not preserve the stress of the base form fatally violate ANCHOR (B/0) and are ruled out. The constraint, 
INDWD-TO-PK plays an important role in selecting the optimal candidate between (13a) and (13b). The 
location of primary stress is determined by this alignment constraint. Candidate (13b) where primary 
stress falls on the rightmost prosodic word violates INDWD-TO-PK, since the stem parsed by strong foot 
does not coincide with the left edge of outer prosodic word. Candidate (13a), on the other hand, incurs no 
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violations of the relevant constraints. Thus, candidate (13a) where primary stress falls on the 
stressed-prefix is selected as optimal. 
3.2 Stress Variation:·! 
This section provides an analysis of the variation of stress shown in (3 ): the derived verb with primary 
stress on the stressed-prefix and secondary stress on the stem, and the derived verb with no stress on the 
prefix. The prosodic structure in (7b) indicates that no stress on the stressed-prefix results from the 
integration of the stressed-prefix into a prosodic word. Primary stress, on the other hand, falls on the 
stem which is dominated by the same prosodic word. In this case, the following relevant constraints are 
suited for selecting the desired candidate. First, three prosodic markedness constraints are introduced in 
(14)-(16). 
(14) HEADEDNESS (Selkirk 1995): Any Ci must dominate a Ci-1 (except ifCi=cr) 
e.g. "A PWd must dominate a Ft." 
( 15) *SECONDARY: Secondary stress on the prefix is prohibited. 
(16) PARSE-G: Syllables must be footed. 
Prosodic markedness constraint in (14) requires every PWd to dominate at least one foot. Following 
Selkirk (1995), I assume that HEADEDNESS is an inviolable constraint. The constraint in (15), *SECONDARY, 
puts a ban on the prefix with secondary stress. Candidates where secondary stress is on the stressed-
prefix violate this constraint. The constraint in (16) requires all syllables to be parsed by feet. Candidates 
which have unfooted syllables violate this constraint. 
The correspondence constraint in (17) requires the stress preservation between one base form and the 
output form. This constraint is not domain-specific, but is relevant to the domain other than noun. 
(17) ANCHOR (B/0): Stress of one base form must be preserved in the output form. 
The prosodic identity constraint in ( 18) bans the candidates where primary stress of the base changes 
into secondary stress in the output form. 
(18) IDENT-STRESS: Primary stress of the base form must be identical to that of output form. 
To account for the stress variation shown in (3), I assume, based on the notion of tied constraints 
(Crosswhite 1998, Schi.itze 1997), that tied constraints consist of two prosodic markedness constraints, 
*SECONDARY and PARsE ... cr. The theory of tied constraints argues that pair of constraints can be ranked in 
either order, with the output of each ranking not being subject to competition governed by lower-ranked 
-constraints. In this case, there are two possible rankings between *SECONDARY and P ARSE-cr, *SECONDARY 
«» P ARSE-cr, P ARSE-cr «» *SECONDARY.5 
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According to Peperkamp (1995), interlinguistic variation could result from different rankings of 
universal constraints. I propose re-ranking of tied constraints consisting of two prosodic markedness 
constraints and prosodic identity constraint in order to account for stress variation. 
In the case of the examples in (3 ), the stress pattern of the derived words where primary stress falls on 
the stressed-prefix can be accounted for by the constraint ranking, *SECONDARY «» P ARSE-cr 
»lDENT-STRESS. On the other hand, the derived word with no secondary stress can be accounted for by the 
constraint hierarchy, !DENT-STRESS» *SECONDARY«» PARSE-cr. 
Tableau (19) accounts for stress pattern of the derived words shown in (3a-c) where primary stress 
falls on the stressed-prefix. In this case, I assume that when the derived word shows stress variation, the 
stem of the derived word is the leftmost element. 
(19) 6 base: game, output: 6utgame 
b. [[ ( OUt)p ]PWd[ (game )p ]PWd)PWd 
d. [(out)p [(game)F]Pwcthwct 
e. [[(6ut)F)PWd (game)F]PWd 
f. [out [(game)F]Pwct]rwct 
g. [[(6ut)F]Pwd game]Pwd 
h. [out (game )F ]Pwd 
i. [(6ut)p game]Pwd 
' ' 
HEADED- : UNI- lNDWD- : ALIGN- : ANCH *SEC : PA-cr !DENT-
NESS i PK TO-PK i. STEM : (B/0) STRESS 
*! 
*! 
· .. : 










·.··· ., ...... , : ..... .. 
., .. , .. , .. 
. . L '>. ·'··· .. ·.··, ., .....•. 
*! .. ·,. ,I .· ... 
··,( .... ,. •.: 










., .. , .. , ............. ·., ••...• !·· ,·,.·.·:·.;.··, 
...... ·.,., • ..... 1'... ·.·· ..• 
Tableau ( 19) illustrates the evaluation under the ranking where tied constraints outrank the prosodic 
identity constraint. Candidate (19c) which has two primary stresses is eliminated by violating UNI-PK. 
Candidates (19±) and (19g) where unstressed syllables are immediately dominated by outer prosodic 
word are eliminated by violating HEADEDNESS, since this constraint requires every prosodic word to 
dominate at least one foot form. Candidate (19b) in which the left edge of the strong foot does not 
coincide with the left edge of the outer prosodic word fatally violates INDWD-TO-PK and is not selected as 
the optimal candidate. The constraint, ALIGN-STEM which requires the left edge of the stem to coincide 
with the left edge of inner prosodic word excludes the candidate ( 19e) where primary stress falls on the 
stressed- prefix. Candidate (19i) fatally violates ANCHOR (B/0) and is ruled out, since there is no stress 
preservation between the base and the stem of output form. When we select the optimal candidate among 
(19a), (19d) and (19h), the constraint ranking, *SECONDARY«» PARSE-a» !DENT-STRESS, plays a crucial 
role. Candidate (19d) where secondary stress is on the prefix fatally violates *SECONDARY and is ruled out. 
Another prosodic markedness constraint, PARSE-a, excludes the candidate (19h) in which the prefix is not 
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parsed by foot. Thus, candidate (19a) where primary stress falls on the prefix is the optimal candidate. 
Tableau (20) indicates the stress pattern of the derived word in (3b-d) where primary stress falls on the 
stem of the output form. 
(20) base: game, output: outgame 
HEADED- i UNI- INDWD- i ALIGN- i ANCH IDENT- *SEC PA-cr 
I I 
NESS : PK TO-PK : STEM STRESS 
e. [[(6ut)F]Pwd (game)F]Pwd 
f. [out [(game)F]Pwct]Pwct *! 
g. (((6ut)F)PWd game)PWd *! 
GJ"h. [out (game )F ]Pwd 
i. [(6ut)F game]pwct 
In tableau (20), re-ranking of the tied constraints and prosodic identity constraint, !DENT-STRESS » 
*SECONDARY «» PARSE-a, plays an important role in selecting the optimal candidate among (20a), (20d) 
and (20h). Candidate (20a), where secondary stress is on the stem, is ruled out by violating !DENT-STRESS, 
since the identity of primary stress does not hold between the base form and the stem of output form. 
Secondary stress is on the prefix in the candidate (20d). This candidate is not selected as optimal, since it 
fatally violates the prosodic markedness constraint, *SECONDARY. Thus, candidate (20h), in which the 
prefix and stem are integrated into a prosodic word and primary stress falls on the stem, is the winner. 
3.3 Stress Variation: II 
This section presents an analysis of the stress variation of the derived verbs shown in ( 4 ). The prosodic 
word structure in (8c) indicates that a prefixal form serves as a stressed-prefix and forms weak foot that 
is dominated by outer prosodic word, and that the stem forms strong foot dominated by inner prosodic 
word. 
In this case, the constraint ranking, *SECONDARY«» PARSE-a » !DENT-STRESS, accounts for the stress 
pattern in (4a,c,e) where primary stress is on the prefix, and !DENT-STRESS »PARSE-a «» *SECONDARY, 
correctly accounts for the pattern in ( 4b,d,f) where secondary stress is on the prefix. 
Tableau (21) accounts for the stress pattern of the derived word in ( 4a,c,e ). In the case of the data in 
( 4 ), I assume that the stem of the derived form is the leftmost element. 
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(21) base: sign, output: undersign 
HEADED- UNI- lNDWD- ALIGN- ANCH *SEC PA-cr !DENT-
NESS PK TO-PK STEM (B/0) STRESS 
* 
d. [(under)F [(sign)F]Pwd]Pwd 
e. [[(under)F]Pwd (sign)F]Pwd 
f. [under [(sign)F]Pwct]Pwd *! 
g. [[(under)F]Pwd sign]Pwd *! 
h. [under (sign)F]Pwd 
i. [(under)F sign]Pwd 
In tableau (21 ), candidate (21 a) where primary tress is on the prefix is selected as optimal due to the 
domination of tied constraints over the prosodic identity constraint. 
Tableau (22) accounts for the stress pattern of the derived form where secondary stress is on the prefix. 
Re-ranking of the tied constraints and the prosodic identity constraint plays a crucial role in candidate 
selection. 
(22) base: sign, output: undersign 
' ' 
HEADED- : UN!- lNDWD- : ALIGN- : ANCH !DENT- PA-cr *SEC 
' ' 
NESS : PK TO-PK : STEM \ (B/0) STRESS 
a. [[(under)F ]Pwct[(sign)F ]Pwct]Pwd 
Grd. [(under)F [(sign)F]Pwd]Pwd 
e. [[(under)F]Pwct (sign)F]Pwd 
f. [under [(sign)F]Pwct]Pwd *! 
g. [[(under)F]Pwct sign]Pwd *! 
h. [under (sfgn)F]Pwd 
i. [(under)F sign]Pwd *! 
In tableau (22), re-ranking of tied constraints and the prosodic identity constraint, !DENT-STRESS » 
P ARSE-cr «» *SECONDARY, does not select the candidates (22a) and (22h) as optimal due to their violations 
of the constraint, !DENT-STRESS and P ARSE-cr, respectively. Thus, candidate (22d) where secondary stress 
is on the prefix is the optimal. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, I have discussed the stress patterns of English derived words. To account for the stress 
patterns of the derived word with stressed-prefix, I proposed three prosodic word structures of prefixed 
words and showed that the stress patterns of the derived words are accounted for by the interaction of the 
proposed constraints concerning their distinct prosodic structures. In the analysis of the derived verbs, 
particularly, I also introduced the re-ranking of tied constraints and the prosodic identity constraint to 
account for the stress variation. 
In the case of the derived words with stressed-prefix, the constraint hierarchy, *SECONDARY «» P ARSE-cr 
» !DENT-STRESS, plays a crucial role in accounting for the primary stress on the stressed-prefix. 
On the other hand, the variants where primary ~tress does not fall on the prefix are correctly accounted 
for by positing the prosodic identity constraint higher than tied constraints in the constraint hierarchy. 
Derived words with no secondary stress are accounted for by the constraint ranking, lDENT-STREss 
»*SECONDARY «» P ARSE-cr, and derived forms where secon4ary stress is on the prefix are accounted for 
by the constraint hierarchy, !DENT-STRESS» P ARSE-cr «» *SECONDARY. The analysis presented in this paper 
allows us a unified account for the stress patterns of the derived words with stressed-prefix. 
* I would like to thank Yuji Kuwamoto, Seiichiro Kikuchi and Yuichiro Fukumitsu, as well as the participants of Meikai 
Optimality Theory Workshop (MOT) for their comments on the earlier version of this paper. I also would like to particularly 
thank Hideyuki Hirano for his helpful comments, suggestions and encouragements. All remaining errors are my own 
responsibility. 
NOTES 
The stress patterns in (2) are identical to the stress patterns of English compound nouns. All the data presented in this paper 
are based on Webster s Third New International Dictionary (1971). However, according to Kenyon & Knott (1953), some of 
the stress patterns of derived words in (2) are as follows: downhill/downhill, offcast, outfield/outfield. In this paper, I do not 
discuss their descriptions of stress patterns of the derived words. 
2 The stress variation in (3) is observed in derived words that serve as a verb. Kenyon & Knott (1953) describe the stress pattern 
of the word like outbalance and outclass without stress variation: outbalance, outclass. 
The examples in (4) also serve as a verb. In Kenyon & Knott (1953), following stress patterns are described without stress 
variation: overbalance, overcloud, overleap, overpower, undercharge, undergo, underpin, undersign, upbUild, upgather, uproot, 
upsweep. 
4 Selkirk (1995) proposes four possible prosodizations of Fnc-Lex sequences, and argues that the prosodic structure such as 
[fuc[lex]pwcthPh is correct. In this paper, however, I do not treat the prosodic structure in whichfnc is immediately dominated 
by phonological phrase, since I assume that in the case of the data (3 b,d) prosodic clitic is not in phrasal level phonology, but 
rather in word level. 
5 The bi-directional arrows stand for a tie between the constraints immediately to either side of them. 
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